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time. They invited me to come back with them and start the new eMe.

Westminster Seminary. And so we formed. this seminary there in Philadelphia

to carry on the traditions of Princeton Seminary, and to continue the work tht

Princeton Seminary had done for over a century. Westminster Seminary was

established for that purpose, and. it looked as if here was the most hopeful

thing for the future, the foundation of Westminster Seminary. But sometimes
just

I wish I could/step, jump from that right to today. In fact, in giving this in

the past, sometimes I practically done that, I haven't mentioned Westminster

Seminary there. Ive told the Princdon Seminary situation, what they did., and.

then Itold what we're tring to do, and show how we come out of that background,

and slip gently over the Westminster situation, because certainly our opposition

with its present Modernism, unbelief, and so-called New Orthodoxy is entirely

different than any attitude that we have toward the present Westminster

Seminary, and my inclination would be to say nothing critical of Westminster
yet

Seminary at all, because the situation is so utterly different, and/you es5
that

can't understand the situation without knowing/there's this other step in-between,

and. it is the case that most of you will come in contact with that sometithe, and.

you will hear that story given from a viewpoint which would perhaps not make it

reasonable that Faith Seminary should have been established. And under those

circumstnces it ei surely is reasonable that a little idea, it would give two

or three hours to give a full idea, that a little idea should be given to you
didn't

what the situation was and why we e4-Lt stay at that ¬p step, why we had tmove

forward and take another step, and found. Faith Seminary down here. Another step;

of course it alwys does harm does harm to have to take another step. It confused.

the forces, it divided those who were standing with us. People couldn't understand

why such a step should be necessary; it has caused difficulty even at the present,

and yet it was an absolutely necessary step. And so I must tell you briefly of t

the developements. Westminster Seminary ws founded, Dr. Wilson was the head of

the faculty, he and Dr. Machen and Dr. Allis, the three of them were the committee

that did most of the planning. They got these younger fellows who worked with them,
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